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l. Introduction 
Let (.Q, E, fl) be a probability space and suppose that m is an arbitrary 
sub a-field of E. If Lp(E) is the Lebesgue class of functions on (.Q, E, fl), 
P"> 1, denote by Lp(m) the subset of all m-measurable functions in Lp(E). 
Then Lp(m), a closed subspace of Lp(E), is termed a measurable subspace. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the measurable subspaces 
and sub a-fields (cf., Lemma 1 below). Calling a bounded projection on 
Lp(E) to a measurable subspace a measurable projection, in [9], SIDAK 
has shown that every orthogonal measurable projection on L2(E) has a 
unique continuous extension to a conditional expectation in Ll(E). 
Corresponding results for Lp(E), P"> 1, are of interest in problems of (non-
linear) prediction theory in stochastic processes, but as yet no systematic 
study appears in the literature. Some related problems on averaging 
operators in Lp(E) have been considered by Moy [5] and ROTA [8] in 
detail. However, the relations between projections and conditional 
expectations are not completely obvious from their work. 
The purpose of the present paper is to treat these relations in two 
stages. First, the connection between bounded measurable projections and 
conditional expectations together with the related characterizations are 
obtained in the next section. This problem is actually considered for 
Orlicz spaces L<P(E) (Theorem 1) which include the Lebesgue spaces 
Lp(E), and thus SIDAK'S result ([9], Theorem 4) is generalized considerably. 
Also the averaging operators in (arbitrary) L<P(E) have been completely 
determined (Theorem 3). This extends the earlier results of Moy [5] and 
ROTA [8]. The second problem-the converse-is more difficult: To 
investigate projections (bounded or not) on a given measurable subspace 
of L<P(E), satisfying a "closeness" condition, and to explore their relations 
with the conditional expectations. This is done in Section 3 and closed 
projections play an important role, since there may be no bounded 
projections on some measurable subspaces satisfying the above require-
ment. The work leads to a generalization of the concept of conditional 
expectation which reduces to the classical case as soon as L<P(E) is L2(E). 
1) This work was partly supported under the NSF Grant GP-1349. 
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Finally, a "martingale type" convergence theorem, for this generalized case, 
is obtained in Theorem 5 and this result plays a key role in approximation 
theory. In this paper, (.0, L, {l) is always a probability space, i.e., {l(.Q) = 1. 
As mentioned earlier, the motivation for this note is, certain non-
linear prediction problems in Lp spaces and they are considered separately. 
2. Conditional expectations and bounded projections 
Let f/>(.) and P(·) be Young's complementary functions, i.e., symmetric 
convex functions on the line such that 
f/>(O) =0= P(O), lim f/>(x) = +== lim P(x), 
and xy,;;;;f/>(x) + P(y) for all x, y. The Orlicz space L~(L) is the set of 
(equivalence classes of) real valued measurable functions I on (.0, L, {l) 
such that 11/114><=, where (excluding the trival two valued f/>, P) 
(I) 11/114> = sup f Ilgl d{l, with (2'P(g) = f P(g) d{l';;;; 1. 
g {J {J 
Then 11·114> is a norm and L4>(L) is a complete normed linear (or B-) space. 
L'P(L) is defined similarly. (For proofs, see [10].) There is an equivalent 
norm in these spaces, N 4>( .), given by 
(2) N4>(f)=inf {k > 0 : i f/>(t) d{l';;;; I}, 
so that N4>(f),;;;;llfll4>,;;;;2N4>(f), (cf. [II], p. 174). In view of this, either 
(I) or (2) can be used according to convenience. However, unless the 
contrary is explicitly stated norms (I) lor L4> and (2) lor L'P will be used 
throughout, so that the results of [7] are available immediately. (Hereafter 
a function I E L4> means any member of the equivalence class to which 
it belongs, and L4>=L4>(L) etc.) 
Definition 1. If lS(C L) is a a-field and L4>(lS) is the subset of 
L4>(L) of all lS-measurable functions, then L4>(lS), which is a closed sub-
space, is called a measurable subspace. 
First two lemmas are stated for later work as follows: 
Lemma I. (a) The sub a-fields 01 L and the measurable subspaces 01 
L4>(L) are in a one-to-one correspondence. (b) 11 lSi C L, i E 1, are arbitrary 
sub a-fields, then the a-field n lSi corresponds to the measurable subspace 
ieI 
n L4>(lSi), and the smallest a-field lS :::) U lSi corresponds to the smallest 
ieI ieI 
measurable subspace L4>(lS) :::) U L4>(lSi). 
ieI 
This result is proved by SmAK, [9], for L2 but the same proof holds 
here, as no particular properties of L2 are involved in it. 
Let M4>, M'P be closed subspaces of L4>(L) and L'P(L) determined by 
the set of all {l-simple functions (or equivalently, since {l(.Q) < =, bounded 
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functions) in Lq, and L'I'. The following characterization of a measurable 
subspace holds. 
Lemma 2. Let Mq,=Lq,(E). Then a 8et me C Lq,(E) i8 a mea8urable 
8ub8pace if and only if (i) me i8 a cl08ed linear manifold, (ii) 1 E me, where 
1 i8 the identity function, and (iii) f, g E me implie8 max (f, g) E me (or if f, 
g are bounded then fg E me). 
The direct part that if me = Lq,(?S) for some a-field ?S C E then me satisfies 
(i)-(iii) is obvious. The converse proof uses the fact that Mq, = Lq, implies, 
by ([7], Lemma 2), (j) is continuous, simple functions are dense and 
Lq, = {f : fn(j)(Kf) dfl < =, for all K}. With these properties, the proof of 
([9], p. 284) extends to the present case at once. 
Remark 1. If Mq,=Lq" then the V-closure of Lq, is Lt. Thus any 
bounded linear operator on Lq, has a unique bounded norm preserving 
extension onto Lt. This observation will be useful later. 
Definition 2. A bounded projection (= linear idempotent operator) 
on Lq,(E) to a measurable subspace me is termed a mea8urable projection. 
Definition 3. A bounded linear operator P on Lq,(E) is an averaging 
operator if f, g E Lq" for g is essentially bounded, then (i) P(fPg) = (Pf)(Pg) 
and (ii) PI = l. 
The main result on characterizing measurable projections as conditional 
expectations, can now be stated as follows. 
Theorem 1. Let Lq,(E) be an Orlicz 8pace on (Q, E, fl) 8uch that 
Mq,=Lq,(E) (i.e., W8imple function8 are den8e). If me = Lq,(?S) i8 any 
mea8urable 8ub8pace of L<l>(E) , then every (mea8urable) projection P on 
Lq,(E) to me, 8ati8fying either (i) P i8 a contraction and the complementary 
function tp i8 continuou8, or (ii) the bounded function8 of me are fix point8 
of the adjoint P* of P on L'I', coincide8 with the conditional expectation 
E'lJ( .) on Lq,(E), 
(3) Pf=E'lJ(f) , f E Lq" 
and has a unique continuou8 exten8ion to E'lJ(.) on Lt. Oonver8ely, every 
conditional expectation E'lJ(.) on L<l> determine8 a mea8urable projection by 
(3) with propertie8 (i) and (ii). 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds. By known results, since Mq,=Lq,(E), (cf., 
[7], [10]) the adjoint space (Lq,)* of Lq, is isometrically isomorphic to L'I' 
and corresponding elements may and will be identified. Moreover, by 
. ].478; [10], p. 170) the adjoint P* of P exists, is a projection on L'I', 
and satisfies IIPII = liP * II (11·11 are operator norms), so that P* is also a 
contraction. Using these facts it will now be shown that every bounded 
f in me is a fix point of P*. (Note that every bounded measurable f on Q 
belongs to both L<l> and L'I', since fl(Q) < =.) 
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Let tEO ffi1=Y'(55), be bounded (so tEO L'P), and h=P*t. Then 
(4) N 'P(h) =N 'P(P* f) <. IIP*II N 'P(f) <. N 'P(f). 
If A EO 55, then XA, the indicator function, is in ffi1, and one has 
= f hdfJ-= f E'B(h) dfJ-, 
A A 
where E'B(.) is the conditional expectation operator (cf., [2], Oh. I, where 
E'B( .) is E( ,155». Since fJ-(Q) < eX), LtJ>, L'P are subsets of L1 and so E'B(· ) 
is also defined on these spaces. But A( EO 55) is arbitrary so that one con-
cludes 
(5) 
It is well-known, and simple to verify, that E'B(.) is a contraction so 
that N'P(f) <.N'P(h). This and (4) imply 
(5') 
But by definition of norm in (2), using (5'), 
(6) 
In fact, since t is bounded, there is equality in the first inequality of (6), 
by ([11], p. 175). However, the continuous '1'(.) is a "strictly" convex 
(i.e., '1'(x)/x t eX) function (since '1'(x) = Ixl is impossible because of 
MtJ>=LtJ», and by Jensen's inequality for conditional expectations ([2], 
p. 33), one has 
(7) 
with equality on the right of (7) if and only if h is 55-measurable or '1' is 
linear. The latter is impossible by "strict" convexity of '1'. Now if h is 
not 55-measurable, (7) becomes '1'(f/Ko)<E'B ('1'(h/Ko», on a set of positive 
measure. Then 
This contradiction proves that h is 55-measurable and hence (cf., (5», 
(8) 
Thus bounded functions of ffi1 are fix points of P* under (i) and this is 
the hypothesis under (ii) (in which the contraction of P and continuity of 
'1' are dropped). The proof under (i) and (ii) from now on is identical. 
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For any A E~, (XA Em), XA E L'F and from the preceding analysis, 
S PI dp,= S xAPI dp,= S (p* XA) I dp,= S xAI dp" lEY', 
ADD D 
= f I dp, = f Ef8(f) dp" by definition of Ef8(.). 
A A 
Since A(E~) is arbitrary, it follows that PI = Ef8(f), and (3) is proved. 
The last statement is a consequence of Remark 1. The converse is trivial, 
following from the definition and properties of conditional expectation 
([2], 1. 8). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
From the above result, the main representation theorem of ROTA 
([8], p. 58), is deduced as follows. 
Corollary. Let P be a contraction and an averaging operator on 
Lp(E), 1 <,p < CX!. Then P coincide8 with the conditional expectation Ef8 on 
Lp, relative to a unique 8ub a-field ~ 01 E. 
Proof. By Definition 2, PI = 1, P(fPg) = (PI)(Pg) for I, g E Lp(E) and 
I (or g) is bounded. Taking 1= 1, shows P to be a projection. If m is the 
range of Pin Lp(E), then Lemma 2 implies that m is a measurable sub-
space. So m=Lp(~) for a unique sub a-field ~ of E. If 1 <P<CX!, then 
the result follows immediately from (i) of the above theorem. If p= 1, the 
result follows from (ii) ofthe theorem since for any E(E ~), P*XE=XE. For, 
if hE=P*XE(E Loo), IlhElloo = 1!P*XElloo<' IlxElioo, using 1!P*1i = 1!P1i <, 1. It 
follows that hE = 0 outside of E, and then 
f hE dp,= f l·hE dp,= f (PI) XE dp,= f XE dp" E E~. 
E D D D 
Thus hE=XE, a.e., as was to be shown. 
The next result connects the projection and averaging operators. As 
remarked in ([8], p. 63) even if P is an averaging its adjoint need not be 
one. Thus in certain cases the following result will be of interest. 
Theorem 2. Let P be a mea8urable projection on L<P(E) where 
Mtp = Ltp(E). II the range 01 P i8 m=Ltp(~), and its adjoint P* 8ati8fie8 
the averaging identity P*(fP*g) = (P*lxP*g), I, g E L'F (f or g bounded), 
then it lollow8 that PI=Ef8(f), IE Ltp(E), (i.e., conclu8ion 01 Thm. 1 hold8). 
Proof. This result will follow from (ii) of Theorem 1 if it is shown, 
with the present hypothesis, that P* I = I for all bounded I in m. This 
will be established now. 
Let I in m be a bounded function and set h=P*I. As before I!PII=IiP*Ii, 
but this number may exceed 1. Note that this property was not used in 
deriving (5). Thus even here I=Ef8(h). Now for any A in ~, XA Em and 
(9) ) 
f h2 XA dp,= f XA(P* I)(P* f) dp, = f xAP*UP* f) dp" 
D D D 
= f (PXA) Uh) dp" since Ih E L'F, 
D 
= f XAUh) dp,= f Ih dp" since XA Em. 
D A 
by averaging 
[property, 
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Thus h2 E £1(E), and 
J E'B(h2) dfl = J h2 dfl = S I h dfl = J E'B(f h) dfl· 
A A A A 
= S I E'B(h) dfl= S 12 dfl, 
A A 
where since I is '8-measurable E'B(fh)=IE'B(h) (=/2) a.e., is used (cf., [2], 
p. 22). Since A(E '8) is arbitrary, it follows that 12=E'B(h2) a.e., and so 
using another property of conditional expectations (cf., [2], p. 35), 
S (f_h)2 dfl= S E'B(f-h)2 dfl=O, since 12=E'B(h2), a.e. 
!J !J 
It follows that I=h, a.e., and hence P*I= I. Thus by Theorem 1 (ii) the 
proof is completed. 
As the preceding result shows, the condition of averaging is more 
restrictive than the other conditions given for projections above. The 
next result illuminates this point, and generalizes some results in ([5], 
p. 60) and complements some in ([8], p. 62). This extension was possible 
due to the availability of the global representation of continuous linear 
functionals on L4)-spaces, in [7]. 
Theorem 3. Let tl>, 'P be arbitrary Young's complementary lunctions 
and L4)(E) and L'1'(E) be the corresponding Orlicz spaces. II P on L4)(E) is 
an averaging operator, then there exists a unique sub a-field '8 01 E, such 
that the characteristic lunctions 01 sets in '8 are fix points 01 P, and a g in 
L'1'(E) such that PI=E'B(fg), a.e., lor all I in L4)(E), and E'B(g) = 1, where 
E'B( .), as usual, is the conditional expectation. 
Proof. A Young's function tl> is either continuous everywhere, or, 
if discontinuous, must be of the form tl>(x) < <Xl, for Ixl < xo( < <Xl) and 
tl>(x) = <Xl for Ixl >Xo. But in the latter case, since fl(Q) <<Xl, L4)(E) = LOO(E) 
and L'1'(E)=L1(E), ([10], p. 82). That the result holds in this case has 
been shown by ROTA ([8], Theorem 2). [His representation is given in a 
different form, but, as the last part of the proof here shows, it is equivalent 
to the form given in the present theorem.] So let tl>(.) be continuous. 
The proof will be carried for this case. 
Let im be the range of P. Since P is also a bounded projection, im is 
closed and PI = 1 implies 1 E im. The averaging identity further implies: 
if I, g E im and I, g bounded then I g E im. Let '8 = {A : XA E im}. Then '8 
is a a-field. For, it is clearly a field, and if An E '8, n= 1,2, ... , then 
.. 
U At E '8 and X.. --+ X 00 ,a.e. If 8 > 0 is given, let K = 2/8, and 
0-1 i~IAi i~IAi 
by Young's inequality (cf., [10], p. 79), 
(10) 
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The integral exists, since (jJ is continuous and is bounded by (jJ(K), and --+ 0 
by bounded convergence theorem. So for large n the right side of (10) 
is <: 2. This means, Ilx 00 11<p <: 2/K = e, and from the arbitrariness of e 
. U Ai 
.~n+l 00 
and the closure of we, it follows that X 00 E we, and so U Ai E ~, i.e., 
i~lAi i~l 
~ is a a-field. Moreover, for any A in ~, (XA Ewe) PXA = XA, so that with 
this property ~ is also unique. 
It is shown in ([7], Theorem 3) that (L<P)*, the conjugate space of L<P, 
is isomorphic to (and topologically equivalent with) a certain space of 
"I['-bounded" additive set functions vanishing on ,u-null sets, which for 
the case of finite,u (and only then) becomes a subspace of bounded additive 
set functions. Thus P* is well defined in this space of additive bounded 
set functions. From this the following computation holds: If y* in (L<P)* 
is chosen as y*(f) = SDld,u, it defines an x* in (L<P)*, (f E L<P, A E~) by 
(11) 
( X*(fXA) = y*(P(XA f)) = S P(fXA) d,u = S /xA d(P* ,u), 
) D D 
( = j /xAdG, by [7], 
where G is a finitely additive bounded ("I['-bounded" of [7]) set function. 
By the uniqueness of this representation ([7], Theorem 3), G=P*,u. But 
by Yosida-Hewitt theorem ([3], p. 163), such a set function G, can be 
decomposed uniquely into a countably additive G1 and a purely finitely 
additive G2 where G=G1 +G2 • Hence (11) becomes on using this and the 
averaging property of P 
( 12) J xA(PI) d,u= S /xA dG1 + J IXA dG2, IE L<P. 
D D D 
If 1=1, a.e., in (12), it follows that ,u(A)=G1(A)+G2(A), for all A(E~). 
Since ,u and G1 are countably additive, this implies that G2 = 0 on ~ and 
G1 is a probability measure. Sinoo G1 ~,u, by Radon-Nidodym theorem, 
there exists a g, such that G1(A)= JAgd,u, for all A(E E). It also follows 
from ([7], Lemma 5) that g E L'F. With these facts (12) becomes 
J PI d,u= S fg d,u= .f E'E(fg) d,u, A E~, lEY'. 
A A A 
Consequently PI = E'E (fg) , a.e., and the proof is complete, as E'E(g) = PI = 1. 
Remark 2. If M<P=L<P, and P is a contraction in the above theorem 
then g= 1, a.e. 
Proof. If M<P=L<P and I[' is continuous, then this follows from 
Theorem 1 (since P is a projection), and if I[' is discontinuous then L<P=L1 
and L'F =LOO so that it follows again from the corollary to Theorem l. 
If M<P=I=L<P, then even if P is a contraction and averaging, g= 1 does 
not seem to hold generally. 
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3. Closed projections and conditional expectations 
If <P(x} = X2, then L'P is L2 and it is known, [9], that every orthogonal 
( = contraction) projection on L2 to a measurable subspace coincides with 
the conditional expectation. Also it is well-known that there exists a 
unique orthogonal projection onto a given subspace of a Hilbert space while 
this is not necessarily true for Banach spaces (even for Lp, 1 <"p <" 00, P i= 2). 
In fact there may be no bounded projection at all ([6], p. 77). On the 
other hand it will be important (for prediction theory with "pth power" 
as loss) to be able to calculate the closest element, of a given vector, to 
a given measurable subspace, in L<P. (This is the conditional expectation 
in L2, cf., [2], p. 561, and the same statement is false for Lp, p i= 2.) This 
circumstance leads to an extension of the concept of conditional expecta-
tion to be considered here. The situation is more complicated than in 
L2, and the L<P spaces will be assumed to be separable. [Recall that if 
M<P = L<P, then L<P is separable if and only if the measure f1 is separable, 
cf., [10], p. 84.] The concept is introduced in the following 
Definition 4. If L<P(1:} is an Orlicz space, let we=L<P(~} be a 
measurable subspace, ~ C 1: is a a-field, and X be a vector in L<P(1:}. 
Then a projection P~ in L<P onto we is called a closed conditional expectation 
relative to ~ and X, if it satisfies the condition: There exists a Yo in 
we such that IIX - Yoll <" IIX - YII for all Y in we implies X is in S))(P~), 
the domain of P~, and P~X = Yo. (Here P~ need not be bounded and 
generally depends on X. Its dependence will be exhibited as P~ when 
there is a danger of confusion.) 
The above concept is an extension of the usual conditional expectation 
and coincides with the latter if L<P is L2. Indeed, the above "closeness" 
condition is the abstraction of the L2 case. Even though there always 
exists a bounded projection onto we (e.g., conditional expectation) it may 
not satisfy the above condition (cf., Remark 2 below). It is not obvious, 
however, that the extension is non-vacuous. This is shown below. The 
proof indicates that this extension may not be unique, but it will be clear 
that this non-uniqueness is, in many cases, an advantage. In fact if Y i 
is close to Xi, i= 1, ... , n then the same P~ can be chosen such that 
Pj8X i =Yi , (cf., Remark 1 below). However, (Yl +Y2) is not the closest 
element of (Xl +X2) unless L<P is L2 (or (Xl (X2) is in we). 
Theorem 4. Let L<P(1:} be a separable Orlicz space. If we=L<P(~} is a 
measurable subspace of L<P(1:}, X E L<P and Yo E we such that IIX - Yoll = 
= inf IIX - YII, then there exists a closed conditional expectation P~, 
YeIDl 
P~X = Yo, and has the properties: 
(i) P~ is weakly linear, i.e., it is a linear operator on s))(P~} but the 
"closeness" is not preserved under addition, 
(ii) i/ / is ~-measurable, then P~ /= /, a.e., 
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(iii) il In E CJ)(PWJ), n= 1,2, ... , In -+ I, gn=P~/n and gn -+ g, then 
IE CJ)(Pfu) and g=PWJ/, a.e., the limits being in the LIP-norm, 
(iv) il ~h C 582, and 58i are Bub a-fields 01 E, i = I, 2, then 
PWJ, PWJ. X =Pfu. Pfu,X =Pfu,X, a.e., 
(v) il I is 58-measurable, and g, Ig E CJ)(Pfu), then Pfu(fg) = IPfug, a.e., 
(vi) il X;> 0, then PWJX;> 0, a.e. 
Remark. This result shows that "closed conditional expectations" 
have many of the properties of the usual conditional expectations (cf., 
[2], p. 23, 35). A different (non-linear) extension of conditional expectation 
has been given in [I], by replacing a-fields with a-lattices. 
Proof. Since LIP(E) is separable and we( =LIP(58» is a closed sub-
space it follows, by ([4], p. 322; [6], p. 93), that there exists a quasi-
complement ~' of we (i.e., we n~' = {O}, we EB~' is dense in LIP(E», and 
~' can be enlarged or contracted using finitely many elements so as to 
remain a quasi-complement. If X in LIP(E) is the element, and Yo Ewe, 
such that IIX-Yoll<IIX-YII for all Y(Ewe), then let X=Yo+Zo. (Every 
element can be so represented, cf., [6], p. 80.) But Zo may not be in ~'. 
In that case (since Zo 1= we), using the above comment, let ~ be the enlarged 
quasi-complement determined by {Zo} EB ~'. Then CJ) = we EB ~ is dense 
in LIP(E), X E CJ) and X = Yo+Zo is a unique representation. Fix this 
CJ), we and ~. Then, by ([4] and [6]), there exists a (well-defined) closed 
projection on CJ) onto we. Denoting this operator by Pfu, it is clear from 
construction that PfuX = Yo, and so, by Definition 4, it qualifies to be 
a closed conditional expectation. It will now be shown that properties 
(i)-(vi) hold for Pfu. (The superscript "x" on PfB will be dropped below.) 
Since every 58-measurable element of LIP(E) is in we (cf., Definition 1) 
and PfB is a closed linear projection, properties (i)-(iii) are immediate. 
(vi) is also simple. For, if X;>O, a.e., then Y=Yo if Yo;> 0, =0 otherwise 
improves upon Yo if it is negative, and this violates the definition of 
Yo and hence Yo;>O, a.e., so that PfBX=YO;>O, a.e. To prove (iv): Let 
P fB, and P fB• be the closed conditional expectations relative to 581 C582 (C E). 
Let X = Y1 +Zl= Y2 +Z2 be the corresponding decompositions so that 
PfBiX = Y i, as in the preceding paragraph, and that Y1 E weI =LIP(581) C 
C LIP(582)=we2, and Y 2 E we2 (cf., Lemma 1), and Zi E ~i. By the uni-
queness of these decompositions, Zl E ~l n ~2. Hence 
(13) 
and 
(14) PfB,PfB.X =PfB,PfB.(Yl +Zl) =PfB,Y1 = Y1 =P)8,X. 
Thus (iv) follows from (13) and (14». 
Finally (v), which is the "averaging identity", is proved as follows: 
If I is 58-measurable then I E we (Definition 1), and let g E CJ) such that 
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fg EO;!). However, every element g of ;!) can be uniquely written as 
g = /1 + hI, where /1 EO WC and hI EO 9(1. Then fg = f/1 + fh l gives, since 
f/1 EO WC (//1- is 55-measurable), again such a decomposition. (If fh l EO WC, 
then for f# 0, a.e., hI must be 55-measurable and so hI EO WC, and this is 
impossible unless hI = 0, a.e., since hI EO 9(.) By definition of PIS' and 
PIS(WC) = wc, it follows that 
PIS(fg) = f/1 = fPISg, a.e. 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. (1) As seen in the proof, if {Xl, ... , Xn} is a finite collection 
of elements in L<P(J:) and {Yl , ... , Yn} are the corresponding elements of WC 
such that Yi is closest to Xi, i= 1, ... , n, the closed conditional expectation 
can be chosen to have also the property: PISXi=Yi, i=l, ... ,n. Some-
times this is useful. 
(2) Since PIS is closed with domain dense in L<P, its adjoint P~ exists 
(as a closed projection). Its domain, in (L<P) * , is weakly-* dense, and 
if L<P is reflexive then the domain of P~ is strongly dense in (L<P) * . In 
the reflexive case, it can easily be shown (using [6]) that PIS is bounded 
if either the range or null space of either PIS or P~ is finite dimensional. 
However, even then PIS is not necessarily a contraction and hence need 
not coincide with the usual conditional expectation unless L<P = L2 in which 
case, of course, they do coincide. 
A "martingale type" convergence theorem, extending ([2], Theorem 
4.3, p. 331), for closed conditional expectations will be given in the next 
result. It plays an important role in approximation theory. 
Theorem 5. Let L<P be a separable uniformly convex Orlicz space, and 
00 
551, 552, ... be an increasing sequence of sub a-fields of J: and 55:) U 55i 
i=l 
is the smallest a-field containing all the 55i. If X EO L<P(J:) and P~n are the 
corresponding closed conditional expectations such that Y n = P~nX, then 
{Yn, 55n, n;;;. I} is a (closed) martingale and Y n --+ Y( =P~X, a.e.), in the 
L<P-norm, as n --+ cx:>. 
Note: Some conditions on ifJ, 1Jf are known for the uniform convexity 
of L<P. If ifJ(x) = ixi p , 1 <p < cx:>, then this is true but there are other cases. 
Since no specific properties of these ifJ, 1Jf are used, they will not be listed 
here. As usual, 11·11 in the following proof is the norm which may be either 
(1) or (2). 
00 
subspace determined by U WCi. By ([3], II.4.29) there exists a unique 
Y in WC such that d = IIX - Yll = inf IIX - Ill, and d> ° unless X E WC. 
fdk 
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Because \8n C \8n+l, by property (iv) of the preceding theorem, if 
Yn=P~nX, then {Yn, \8n, n> I} is a (closed) martingale, i.e., is a 
"martingale" (in the sense of [2], p. 293) determined by the closed 
conditional expectations P~i since it is true that P~nY n+l = Y n, a.e., for 
n> 1. However, Doob's martingale convergence theorems ([2], Ch. VIlA), 
do not apply here since the P~ are not necessarily contractions, and the 
{Y n, n> I} is therefore only a "closed martingale". The result will be 
proved in an indirect manner. 
Let X = Yn+Zn be the (unique) decomposition relative to imn. Then 
by definition (and uniform convexity), dn = IIZnl1 = IIX - Y nil = inf IIX - gil, 
gE\lJln 
and from imi C imHl it follows that dn > dn+l > d. In fact, dn -+ d. For, 
co 
im ~ U imi and the latter union is dense in im. So, given e> 0, there 
i=l 00 
exists a Y. in U imi such that IIY - Y.II <e. Then IIX - Y.II ,;;;:d+e. But 
Y. E imn for some (large enough) n. Also dn = IIX - Y nil,;;;: IIX - Y.II,;;;: d + e, 
using the definition of Y n in imn. Consequently d,;;;:dn,;;;:d+e, or, from 
the arbitrariness of e, dn -+ d. It will now be shown that {Yn} converges 
in LCP norm to Y. 
Consider {Zn}. Since {IIZnll} is bounded, being a convergent sequence, 
the set {Zn} is bounded. It is well known that a uniformly convex 
B-space is reflexive so that the LCP is reflexive, and since im is a closed 
subspace of LCP, it is also reflexive. By ([3], p. 68) the bounded set {Zn} 
is weakly sequentially compact. So there is a weakly convergent sub-
sequence {Zni}, i.e., X*(Zni) -+ x*(Zo) for some Zo E LCP and all x* E (LCP) * . 
Since also, X = Y ni + Zni' the preceding analysis shows that {Y ni} is 
weakly convergent to some Yo in LCP. But the Y ni are \8-measurable so 
that Yo is \8-measurable and Yo E im. [This follows also, alternately, from 
the fact that Yni E im and the latter is closed.] It follows that X = Yo+Zo, 
and P~X = Yo= Y, a.e. So, Zo=Z, a.e. This same conclusion is also a 
consequence of the uniqueness of decomposition of X relative to im and W. 
Now collecting the various parts of the above, it is shown that Zni -+ Z 
weakly in LCP and IIZnil1 -+ IIZII. Since LCP is uniformly convex, by ([3], 
IlA.28), one concludes that IIZni - ZII -+ 0, and so II Y ni - YII -+ 0. The above 
argument may be repeated for every convergent subsequence, and all 
of them have the same limit, Y. It therefore follows that Y n -+ Y in LCP-
norm, and, by definition Y = P~X, a.e. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
The above proof also establishes, as a consequence, the following 
Corollary. If LCP(J:) is a uniformly convex Orlicz space, imi C imi+l' 
(i= 1,2, ... ) are closed subspaces, im is the least closed subspace containing 
co 
U imi, and Yi is the closest (in norm) element in imi to X, then Yi -+ Y 
i~l 
in LCP-norm, where Y is the closest element in im to X. 
III 
It should be noted that in Definition 4 and the following, all the 
discussion and the theorems are valid if fl is an arbitrary measure, not 
necessarily finite or even localizable. In [1] also, where another extension 
of the concept is presented, the measure fl is arbitrary. The point is that 
the extensions in these studies have been obtained in a way, by avoiding 
the use of Radon-Nikodym theorem. Indeed, the latter is not applicable. 
Final remarks. 1. The above theorem can be considered as an 
extension of a special martingale theorem of DooB ([2], p. 33); also 
compare with [2], p. 167) to the "closed martingale" {Yn , n> I}. Note 
that Y n ---+ Y in norm (hence in probability) and if further X> ° (<; 0), 
a.e., then Y n ---+ Y with probability 1 also, as in the classical martingale 
convergence. This follows from the fact that if X> 0, a.e., then Y n > 0, 
a.e., by Theorem 4 (vi) and moreover {Y n} is monotone increasing so that 
it converges to a limit a.e. This limit must clearly coincide with the 
strong limit Y, a.e. If X <; 0, a.e., the same conclusion obtains by reversing 
the inequalities. However, the general case (of a.e. convergence for 
arbitrary X) does not follow from the above two statements (though the 
"in probability" statement holds) since the minimal elements under 
P~n are not additive in general. To prove such a general result on point-
wise convergence, as in the classical martingale case, it seems necessary 
first to establish a corresponding result to the key upcrossings theorem 
([2], p. 316). In fact, the latter plays the same role in the proof of the 
martingale convergence theorem, as the maximal ergodic theorem in the 
proof of the individual ergodic theorem. The proof of the upcrossings 
theorem, as given in [2], does not extend to the "closed" case since P~ is 
not order preserving. (If the general case is false, however, as yet no 
counterexample is found.) 
Added in proof,' Result holds in the general case also. 
2. It will be of interest to consider extensions of other martingale 
theorems ([2], Ch. VII) in the present context, because of their interest 
in prediction theory, approximation theory in analysis and elsewhere. 
Recently, I learned that T. Ando in "Contractive projections in Lp 
spaces" (to be published), has classified all contractive projections in 
Lp(O<p<oo), on a probability space, and he was led to another extension 
of the conditional expectation. There is a small overlap with a result of 
his and Theorem 1 of the present paper. The exact statement of his result 
is as follows: 
"If P is a contractive projection on Lp (l<;p<oo,p#2) and Pl=l, 
then it is positive (i.e., f>O, a.e., implies Pf>O, a.e.) and has norm 1, 
both on Ll and Loo." 
It may be noted that under the above hypothesis the range of P is a 
measurable subspace (cf., Lemma 2). Since conditional expectations are 
positive operators, the relations between Theorem 1, in the particular case 
when L<I> is Lp, and the above result are now clear. Beyond this, however, 
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there is practically no overlapping between these two papers and the 
viewpoints are different. 
In conclusion, I would like to thank Professor A. C. ZAANEN for pointing 
out these related results to me and Dr. T. ANDO for sending me a copy 
of his paper before publication. 
Oarnegie Institute of Technology 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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